PROJECT KICKOFF
November 22, 2013
----------------------------------------------------
May 14th through 28th, 2014

CELLAR:
    Install conduit in green & dressing rooms
    Firestop wall openings.
BASEMENT:
    Install steel frame & pour concrete.
ENTRY:
    Cut pipe riser openings.
    Insulate new ductwork and close ceiling.
2nd FLOOR:
    Relocate electrical ductwork points.
5th FLOOR:
    Install door and wall frames north and south.
    Electrical rough ins continue north and south.
6th FLOOR:
    Protect conference room and survey ductwork.
ROOF:
    Relocate Metro pcs antennae.
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- Pipe delivery.
- 5th Floor south side framing and new ducts.
- Firestop @ openings through walls.
- Sprinkler room firestop.
- Moving the cables to demolish the wall.
- EIFS wall removal on roof.